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out whether the visible gap in the
buildings is one of the turns that count
or merely a recessed building.
The other big di erence is that the
ma ority of an urban map is out of
bounds and there are probably a
large number of dead ends which
one should not go down. In classic
orienteering one generally follows
the red line possibly deviating a bit
to allow for vegetation or contours.
You do not need to know where you
are as long as you know where you
are aiming for and what it will look like
when you get there and if you veer
o line a bit you can easily veer back
on line again. In an urban situation
the right route choice is critical as the
optimum route will often be well o
the red line and the skill is spotting it
and keeping to it if you miss a turning
there is usually an impassable building
or wall between where you are and
where you would like to be. nlike
classic orienteering you have to be
in touch with the map all the time. It is
not easier than classic orienteering it
simply re uires a di erent set of skills.
Where I sympathise with Clare is in the
area of multi day events. I do not much
like middle distance events and I have
decided not to enter any again. So I
do not expect ever to run at a JK again
unless it is relatively local in which
case I can run the classic distance
event and go home afterwards.
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I write to give 100 support to Clare
Fletcher
postbag
June edition
concerning urban events. In this
respect orienteering has turned out
a bit like cricket a sport not going
anywhere in particular and coming
up with a corrupted version to attract
more participants and in the case of
cricket more spectators. So we have
ODI s and 20 20 s and in the case of
orienteering pounding city streets. In
both cases the respective formulae
have been very successful. But as
Clare says urban events should be
presented as separate entities. It s a bit
sad that a sport which was conceived
in Scandinavian forests and developed
over the mountains fells moors and
woodlands of the K should now be
a matter of as I said earlier pounding
city streets. ot only are urban events
taking over the xture list but also it
seems the ranking system. One can
now score in that list without one s
feet ever leaving tarmac. For me
orienteering is now no longer a weekly
event but con ned to the ma or events
and the odd regional event. But it s
an ill wind... My garden has never
looked better But if the truth were told
my fear of urban events is that some

well meaning member of the public
would ring the police to report that an
old man apparently dressed in his
py amas is shu ing down the street
he has a piece of paper in his hand
which he keeps looking at but he is
obviously totally lost and confused and
must have escaped from some nursing
home or institution.
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Some readers will be aware that
my wife has Al heimer s and is
progressively deteriorating as is
the nature of the disease. I haven t
been shy in explaining my situation
to others particularly in response
to ueries as to why I haven t been
orienteering as much as I used to. What
I would like to say is what absolutely
ama ing support I ve had though the
Orienteering network both in the .K
and abroad. I would encourage others
in a similar position to not keep things
to themselves but embrace support for
their own wellbeing. A sti upper lip is
all very well but the caring sympathy
and support I ve received from fellow
orienteers has gone a long way to
keeping me sane. Al heimer s is a
debilitating disease for the su erer
and also those caring for them with
the population living longer and better
diagnosis it s going to a ect more and
more. I d encourage those a ected to
embrace as much help as they can
get. Makes me proud to belong to the
orienteering fraternity.
legg
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JK1 Sprint Planner and WTOC1
Para competitor Colin Duckworth s
club has been incorrect in a number of
past issues. e is a T OC member.
2019
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In the last issue we incorrectly had
SYO down as the winners for this
class. They were at the top of the
results list but were in fact non comp
due to last minute changes. Jill Gorvett
dropped out Ian Cooper was in ured
so ran the W 0 leg and Mick Smith
was looking for a spare run so
ran the third leg It was in fact the LOC
team of Simon Cane Carol Mc eill
Richard Towler who beat F Os
Dave Coustick Lindsey ensman
Geo rey ensman by 2 seconds to
take Gold. ESOC with another husband
wife combo took the Bron e medals
Ian Pyrah Eleanor Pyrah
Alastair
Lessells.
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by The Editor
5 orienteers from 2 countries took
part in the th Swiss O Week in the
Saanen region and the Pays d Enhaut.
50 volunteers made it happen. The event
was staged with considerable support from
the local farming communities Gstaad
tourism the authorities and media the
members of the patronage committee and
the principal sponsors EGK eutrass and
Sport .
Swit erland never fails to impress. I let
SWISS airlines take the strain on their
Sunday ight from Edinburgh to urich on
the weekend the Scottish 6 Days ended.
It meant missing Day 1 but it was the
case for various Brits who wanted to do
the S6Ds rst. Already at urich Airport
Swiss e ciency kicks in and you seem to
ust keep owing down to the lowest level
where the train station constantly moves
people in and out of the airport. I don t think
I have ever got a hire car from this airport.
When in Swit erland the trains are ust
super. hours or so and di erent trains
and I am in Gstaad. Pictures ue pristine
and wealthy looking. I was sad to miss Day
1 which was the rban Day nishing in
town. The 600m stroll to my hotel took me
past a host of high end branded shops.
Clearly some wealthy visitors visit Gstaad
and it reminded me of the last SOW in St.
Morit only smaller and more compact.
I was lucky to be staying at the Gstaaderhof
otel www.Gstaaderhof.ch which with
stars was more luxury than I am usually
a orded. They were also doing the catering
at the races each day and their evening 5
course meal o ering at the otel was really
uite something. Although spoiling yourself
every night of the week may well leave
you rather light in the wallet department. I
like the extra touches fruit in the room on
arrival free bike and brolly hire probably
best not used together and use of their
Wellness Centre with sauna steam room
and massaging whirlpool really was the
ticket for post race recovery.
I spoke to a top Swiss 55 in the Spring
about SOW and he said he wouldn t be
going because of the steepness of the
terrain. You need to have strong uads
he said and that meant some preparation
which he couldn t do. Indeed the terrain
was not at and there were steep climbs
and descent. Every day you started high
and nished low. Day 6 had a chair lift
ride to the start and the nish was remote
so you did not have to descend all the
way to the Arena. Li Godfree D O W 0
commented that the courses should note
metres of descent as well as ascent. It
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simpler route. This helped me
to get back to a good level of
concentration again.
#12 to #1 were rather simple
2 km of new Orienteering
but I guessed #15 was going to
mapping was drawn for
be di cult because the slope
SOW 201 1 km located
to #15 was kind of confusing. I
in the Canton of aud and 1
had to slow down a little bit but
km in the Canton of Bern.
then I saw the shaft 5m below
Including training
SOW
the stone.
201
had
controls.
ext challenge for me was
The highest was 2 00m
#1 . A very steep slope and
at the Col des And rets
it was di cult to nd the right
the lowest was on the nal
angle from #1 to #1 . I came
stage at 0m.
a little bit too far left and had
to do as we say in German
A new addition to SOW
the windscreen wiper down
201 was the Event App.
Day 2 Start - can you spot Miriam Rosen SROC and Pat Hart SARUM?
the slope. Cost me about 0
ot the rst O event to have
seconds. The last control to
1st o el l
ol u
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an App the O Ringen
lose time could have been #1 . I saw that
4
TioMila have had them for a few years
In advance I knew that this stage will be control #1 was ust 5m lower than #1 .
and Jukola rolled one out this June
it was uite natty and relatively easy to my favourite terrain. But because it was I ust kept running on the same height
use. You could follow all your favourite the rst stage at high altitude I was a little trying to attack at the same time. I found
it perfectly.
runners and friends. This gave you their bit unsure how my body would handle it.
I started fast and it was already tough to The rest of the race was ust physical.
start times as well as results and splits
and you could of course go in to look #1. I felt the thin air as I had expected. Apart from my mistake at #10 I was uite
at these per course class. There was But I found the rst controls perfectly content.
day information too. Maybe one day in and so I got into a good ow.
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the future there will be no thick Event I expected #5 to # especially # to
4 4
Booklet but this year had both. As usual be tricky. I was very focused and didn t Tino is the brother of rs Widler Fl hmann
if you only have information and results lose any time there. Then uphill to #10 I
winner of WOC Relay medals 2 Gold
in electronic form what do you do if you thought #10 will be an easy one because
1
and a Long Bron e in 1
can t get a signal or you run out of power of the small path close to the control. in France . I was never in any national
on your phone tablet There were paper Therefore I didn t take a bearing uphill team. I wasn t strong enough and I didn t
results every day too but
do orienteering in my best
not updated as regularly as
years I played volleyball .
some would have liked.
Before SOW Looking at the
startlist I saw that Kornel
The Weather Gods were very
lrich was also attending.
favourable to SOW 201 .
lrich was the strongest
Maybe not as ama ing as
55 runner last year in
ermatt 201 but every day
Swit erland. sually he is
except the rst half of the
some minutes faster than
last had all runners complete
me especially in technically
their courses in the dry and
demanding races on rough
often sunny weather. The
terrains. So he was the
rain came in abundance on
favourite of the Swiss
the rest day and late on Day
runners.
where uite a few had gone
Day 1 Because of a muscle
up to Glacier 000 in order
problem in my left hamstring
to do the Ma e O on the
which I got
days before
Glacier. Due to the storm this
the SOW I wasn t able to
Day 2 Arena - same as Day 3.
was closed an hour earlier and the cable
run at my highest speed. So I was very
car was halted for half an hour while it
and hit the path too far right. Somehow happy ust losing 21 sec on winner Jan
passed.
I corrected to the wrong side. It took
emecek.
me some time to relocate on this path. Day 2 Before I expected a strong
1
st
e ult te
This mistake cost me about 2 minutes. performance of my favourite lrich. ow
t ge.
I cursed myself. Such mistakes ust will the fastest runners of Day 1 in Gstaad
aving ogged my course on the rest day shouldn t happen to an experienced
emecek and Murray perform in the
it was a shame to have missed it. It was runner such as myself. Don t look at the Swiss Mountains
a course of two halves starting above overall SOW ranking list for M55 with two To #1 Some seconds after the start
the town near the 5 star Palace Alpina points behind the winner
of Oettli former member of the Swiss
otels which included some running in #11 I saw two possible routes. One was
ational Team winner of Day 6 and
th
tunnels it was a whi around the town to follow the path until the gravel road and
overall who began his race 5 min
centre to the sports ground to nish.
then to follow all the way on the gravel ahead of me I saw his bright yellow shirt
road. Second route would have been to running around the hill on the left side
follow the path and about 100m before so I thought that would be a good choice
2
ol u llo Ise u
the path hit the gravel road to turn left and to #1. Shortly after my start I stopped
e
o
t ge
run to the control across the mountain to ensure my routechoice to #1 There
pasture. Because of the mistake at #10 was no reason to go left like Oettli did .
6
4 st te s
I thought it would be better to choose the Finally I climbed the hill on a straight line.
(Map & course on next page.)
Foto Bossi

was steep descent at speed
which killed your legs
rather than the climb
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Col du Pillon Isenau
Scale 1 10000 5m
Planners Stefan ingg
Raymond Beutler.
Cartography rs Steiner
SOW 201 Gstaad Care evey Orientation
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#2
5 A part with good visibility. I tried to keep a good
speed and didn t make any unnecessary height changes.
#5 I followed the fence to keep running up the slope.
# After leaving #6 I saw the yellow top of Oettli ust
reaching control # Could I get him
Studying # I thought Take Care with #
The hill 100m
before the control was a perfect checkpoint.
#10 Leaving # I saw Oettli climbing the slope. I tried to
gain some metres to him. #10 was no problem.
#11 My routechoice I tried to keep it simple. I wanted to
get easily to the control by using the path while at the same
time avoiding height changes. I punched the control some
seconds before Oettli That gave me a boost
#1 By rushing down to #1 I lost control. I followed the
path to the right. Behind the knoll I saw a cli . nfortunately
that was the wrong one
#15 After this mistake I foolishly increased my speed.
After the road I wanted to stay uite high and
attacking the control after the second stream. A

Col du Pillon

Lac Retaud

Scale 1 10000 5m

P i Murray O .

Planners Sandra Sch rer
Gilbert Roulier.
Cartography rs Steiner
SOW 201 Gstaad Care evey Orientation
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large cli on the right
side made me stop. I
was too high oping
to see the control
I ran straight down
the slope hesitating.
Behind me Oettli ran
down heading the
right way. As I saw
control #15 I was
about 100m away and
some 10m too low
Oettli punched #15
some 2 sec earlier .
#16 1 It took all my
energy to catch up
to Oettli in this open
area. At #1 I nally
was
behind
him
again.
#1
About
0m
before #1 I saw low
bushes through the
forest. Thinking that
these bushes might
be the dense area
thicket I ran down to
the south end but
there was no control
We were a lot too low
First thoughts at the nish
That was really not a clean
run at all
Results
but obviously uite
a fast one. I was very happy
that I lost only 6 sec to my
favourite lrich.

outes
Kornel lrich
Tino Fl hmann
Phil Murray
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Following the fast furious
very warm sprint in Gstaad
on Day 1 and an unexpected
second place I was looking
forward to the Long stage
2 on the mountainside as
I en oy long legs of fairly
physical running
good
visibility. On the way to #1
though I missed by nearly
a minute others were not
so lucky
the control was
hidden but why I was on
the wrong spur is beyond
me. From there on the day
went well with some fast
running
accurately spiked
controls. I drifted o the
t
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Stage 3 start anes.
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The rumours before the race were that
one had to be careful to #1. I prepared
myself accordingly to this rst challenge.
When I got the map I saw immediately
that the control will not be that di cult but
the terrain to cross will be the challenge.
Stony ground and probably impaired
view. I decided to go around this area on
the small path below. For me it was the
right decision. My basic strategy to start
a race is always to keep it simple to #1.
#2 and # were rather simple. # was
ok. The plan to #5 was to climb a little bit
until the edge of the forest. Then keep
on running on the edge until the at
nose about 0m before the control. But
I missed that nose because I was too
high but then I hit the small yellow patch
with the boulder underneath. I knew
immediately where I was.
A little bit shocked by this lucky mistake
I was not concentrating to #6. I crossed
the small stream but didn t realise it. I
also didn t see those two depressions left
of the line between #5 and #6. I tried to
keep the bearing. When I saw the edge
of the forest I knew I must not go further.
I turned my head to the right and luckily
saw #6.
From control #6 to # I didn t see any
routechoices. # to #10 I took the bearing
and always checked the
direction with the fence on
the right. Shortly before
the control I got nervous
because I thought I had
done the distance and made
a small curve to the left. But
actually I would have been
perfectly on line.
I guess there was a small
route choice from # to #10.
Either going straight as I did
or running down the road
until the second refreshment
point and then turning right
onto the small path.
Down to #11 was an easy

slope through a dense part
I suddenly stood in front of
a doline. That gave me the
chance to regain control of the
situation.
#
eading slightly right I
used the fence as a guideline.
#10 After reaching the road
I checked my compass.
Because I knew that the
direction would be decisive I
checked my compass twice.
nfortunately I was still
running too much to the right.
#1 On the road I unluckily
decided to follow the re
entrant. There were no elephant tracks
and after some metres I was stuck in a
little thicket. I had to turn around and ght
through this green area.
#15 Fighting uphill I suddenly saw some
warning tape to the right and a doline
in front of me. ery confused I rst took
some steps to the left around the doline
than to the right until I was stopped by a
warning tape. At this moment I realised
my current position.
At the nish On the whole that was not
a great race but a good race because
I didn t make any big mistakes except
#10 .
Before Day 6 After my victory at Day
and a very bad run at Day 5 this result
has been cancelled for the overall result
I knew that Day 6 would be decisive for
the overall victory. With my best race at
this SOW I won by only 2 points ahead of
my favourite lrich who lost the victory at
the second last control.

leg. And from there it started to get very
physical. I found all the remaining controls
without any mistakes. But unfortunately
the cold I got
days before prevented
me from going stronger. In general I was
satis ed with my race. Well I wished our
course would have gone a little bit more
south of #
#5. I guess this would have
been a real challenge.
2
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#1 That was a tricky one The straight
line through the stony and green area
seemed to be challenging. I decided to
attack the control from the lower south
side. I entered the forest lost some
altitude di erence and checked the
direction at the open area about 50m
southwest of #1.
#2 After the stream I ran too much to the
right. In front of the marsh I had to stop for
some seconds to regain control.
# After crossing the stream I followed
along the hill. Suddenly I stood in front
of a big depression. I was confused. I
couldn t see any signs of depressions on
the map. I took some steps to the right
then stopped again. It took me some
seconds to realise the tiny line showing
the depression on the map.
#5 The straight route seemed to be too
complicated. I preferred taking the easy
route to the right.
#6 Following the elephant tracks I
crossed a stream. After climbing up the

l u
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On day
I minced away from the start
as witnessed by the editor but as soon
as I entered the initial wood nothing
whatsoever made sense for example a
stile and a clearly eroded but unmapped
hiker s trail plus a control and many
confused orienteers. I was again lucky
to only lose a minute or so. A daft error
though rushing to #2 misreading OOB
for the wood and stopping still near #
due to the complexity of the terrain there
meant I was always chasing but from
there on I orienteered as well as possible
plus ran hard up the hills and
closed the gap to less than a
minute to pick up another rd
place my rd podium in a row.
A great start to the Swiss O
Week
Foto Bossi
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line to #10 and had trouble
making the map t from there
though the winner lost more
time. #11 I unfortunately
lost concentration near the
circle which cost me nearly
2 minutes but from there on
I had a man in sight to chase
down and then pass drop
though the short leg #1 #1
wasn t as easy as expected
I lost time again. I nished
strongly
was surprised
to see I was rd less than 2
minutes down on the leader.
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Day 3 run-in.
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A predominantly yellow map
there was a lot of running on
pasture to be done with clusters
of controls in the technical
patches. The uphill nish was
a killer which started several
controls out.

